JINGYI WANG

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

1 SELF CONCEPT
Newspapers are a medium convenes current
affairs. With my three favorite colors, I used
newspaper layout to introd uce my temper, habit
and design statement. This work not only shows
the application of basic typesetting in columns
and margin but also applies the real designed
print ads and posters in the design of newspaper
advertising pages. The first step of this work
is to think about what can best represent my
personality so that both the audiences and I can
understand myself better. The whole design is
divided into real text and fictional text in order to
highlight content.

Column x 6
Gutter:0.5cm
Margin:Top:0.8cm Bottom:0.8cm
Inside:1.3cm Outside:0.5cm
Language:
The whole design is divided into real text and
fictional text in order to highlight content. In terms
of content presentation, I chose Chinese and
English to better demonstrate my cultural
background.
Columns:
Selecting six columns to divide a page retains the
traditional and basic newspaper design, but also
involves diverse layout design so that the overall
design will not be too unitary.

Typeface:
In the selection of fonts, English font Raleway not
only is elegant and exquisite but also has a
certain degree of nifty design to make the
content readable rather than being boring and
monotonous. Chinese font is chosen modest
LanTing Black with its echo. In terms of color,
I naturally chose the most representative red,
white and black.

Chinese Font:

FZLanTingHeiS-DB-GB
English Font:

Raleway Bold
Bungee Outline

Color:
#eb212b
C:1 M:99 Y:94 K:0
R:235 G:33 B:43
#000000

C:0 M:0 Y:0 K:100
R:0 G:0 B:0
#FFFFFF
C:0 M:0 Y:0 K:0

R:255 G:255 B:255

“To be irreplaceable, a style should be unique enough.”
The most important thing as a designer is to have a unique
style. What you need to do before that is to understand what
kind of message and voice you want to convey to the world
through your works.

2 UNDER THE POWER
PROGRESS
FINAL DELIVERY:
Poster and Book

POSTER DRFTS:
Hand drawings first.
Photoshop hand drwaings and translate into a
digital image.
Use the image as a background.
Branding design of play The Crucible, including books,
posters, postcards and advertisements. The author
vividly and profoundly described the oppressive
atmosphere and political persecution at that time,
and tried his best to show the danger of people’s
hearts under the rule of great power, the degradation
of human nature, and the failure and destruction of
people in the confrontation with evil forces. Creating a
print poster campaign to shed light on the destructive
effects that the misuse of power can have in today’s
society. While using the plays story and by taking
a modern approach to the design. To create a
compelling poster that will show the corruption that
comes with power and how it affect the people under
it’s laws/rules.

Add information on backgrounds and make the posters.

BOOK DRAFTS:
Find the whole play online.
Put each single line into InDesign first, then play
around with different layouts and fonts.
Choose some highlight sence into special designs.

GRIDS

DESIGN PRINCIPLE
Only used different fonts and layouts to
create diversification of a book design.
Color Theme:
I want this book to project the theme of fear and
the unknown so that the viewer may be able to
have a slight grasp of what is to come if they
decide to see the play. Black and white are two
best colors to represent truths and lies, right and
wrong. Everthing means truth has white
background, conversely, everthing means lie has
black background. The background color and the
color of type are always contrary, which means
that lies are always interspersed with truths.
Play Tagline:
“Decevie or be decevied?”
Play Theme:
Deception, Hysteria, Religious, Individual.
Play Massion:
The Crucible was aritten to warn people of the
dangers of mass hysteria and of the power that fear
can have over a person.
Play Attributes:
Dark, Deceiving, Dramatic, Destructive.

Column x 4
Bleed: 0.3cm
Gutter: 0.4cm
Margin: Top: 2cm Bottom: 4cm
Inside:1.5cm Outside:1.5cm

Font Choice:
Legible and Gothic
DIN Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Content page follows the traditional editorial layout
deisign. On the top left and right corner of each page
are book’s name and author’s name. On the bottom
left and right corner of each page are page number.

DIN BlackAlternate
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Play Tone of Voice:
Historical, Rigid, Fearfull, Political.

DESIGN OUTCOMES

Character List Design
Each character has his/her own personality represented with different typefaces
in order to give the birth to the names (characters).People who are nagetive
characters have black background color means they live in the dark. In the same
way, people who are positive characters have white background.

COVER & BACK DESIGN
The most important quotation from that act is
on the back page of the book. There are characters’
names, book name, author ‘s name and act
number on each cover. Backgound and typeface
color depend on the contents from the act. If truths
are covered with lies, the backgound is black
When truth comes out, the backgound is white.
Background color and typeface color are always
contrary. Cover and back designs are simple and
clean but keep the strong visual impact.

7pm
Tuesday-Friday
m & 8pm
2p
ay
nd
Saturday & Su

FINAL POSTERS

Tickets avalible at Sheencenter.com

You can not see whatever you want to see.
You can not say whatever you want to say.
Because you are under THE POWER.

SKETCH

3 SEVEN DEADLY SINS
Sevens Sins, the most representative manifestation
of the dark side of human nature. They are mysterious and dangerous. To represent Sevens Sins with
3D typeface. I hope this project can visually stimulate
the audience to think about the relationship between
desire and love.

Definition: A sorrowful or resentful covetousness
towards the traits or possessions of someone else
Material: Fake eye lash, Color eye contact, Decorations, Mascara
Typeface: Emmascript
Envy usually can be presented by expression in one’s eyes. The word
is written by mascara and the eye ball is drew by eyeliner.The small
decorations seem like eye shadow. Every design wants to make the
connection with eye.

Definition: Uncontrolled feelings of anger, rage, and even hatred
Material: Glass paper, Fake boold
Typeface: Stencil Std Bold
Spillage of blood is always associated with violence. In other
words, wrath always emerges from boold. A split letter reveals
a sense of fragmentation. The eye-catching bold red make the
shocking feeling stand out.

Definition: applied to an artificial, rapacious desire and pursuit of material
possessions
Material: Fake cash, Gold foil, Scepter, Gavel, Diamond, Black lint (background)
Typeface: Emmascript
Since the most direct manifestation of greed is money, everthing here means
treasure and right. Black background means greed is a bottomless chasm
that devour people.

Definition: Usually thought of as intense or unbridled sexual desire.
Material: Shimmering powder, Paper, Lace,Glossy black leather
Typeface: BerlingskeSerifSt-LtItalic
Lace always reminds people of women. Shimmering powder is a basic
material of women’s makeup and nail polish. The font , color and
movement of the word build a girly sense — agile and charming. The
glossy black leather background reflects women’s sexy leather costumes.

Definition: It may be defined as absence of interest or habitual
disinclination to exertion.
Material: Feather, Used toilet paper, Clock needle
Typeface: Copal Std Soild
The feathers here are from pillow, quilt and matress which represent
laziness. The quality of this word is rough which represents
inattentive. The needle of a clock on the dirty toilet paper means dead
time. Black and white not only represent day and night through color,
but also show the monotony of how laziness makes life to be.

Definition: it is identified as dangerously corrupt selfishness, the
putting of one’s own desires, urges, wants, and whims before the
welfare of other people.
Material: Tiger feather (3DMAX)
Typeface: Copperplate Gothic Bold
A lot of images of kings wear tiger leathers in order to show his
sovereign power. The font of “Pride” gives a feeling of old money style.

Definition: The overindulgence and overconsumption of anything
to the point of waste
Material: Black and red caviar, Gold foil, Tracing paper
Typeface: Distro Heavy
Caviar is known as one of the best ingredients in the world. The oil
that seeps out of the food is delicious. The main word is created by
black caviar means delicacy also can be deadly. The red caviar can
also arouse people’s appetite.

4 STOP, AND THINKING

STRATEGIC STATEMENT
STOP News Magazine is committed to creating a
topical, open, multi-angle semimonthly publication
that would collect different perspectives and reports
from different cultures, contries,and backgrounds
without taking a stand or saying anything for
customers. We make people stop and think through
our publications, and makes our life be more
meaningful and profound.

BRAND POSITIONING
STOP is committed to creating a topical, open,
multi-angle publication that would collect different
perspectives and reports for people to have a deep
understanding about hot news.

TARGET AUDIENCE
People who would like to have a deep thinking
about news (events/facts).
People who has multiple perspectives for one thing.

TONE OF VOICE
Topical, Open View, Multi-angle (perspectives)

Design Principle

Grid Design

Logo Font:

Content Font:

Gotham Ultra Black
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Gotham Book
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Headline Font:

Annotation Font:

Gotham Bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Gotham Medium
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Design Style:
Not only is the content different, front cover design has
also subverted the traditional newspaper visual style.
Interpreting serious news with interesting visual style
makes STOP be the irreplaceable choice for you.

Color Theme:

#F5E1C8
R:245 G:225 B:200
C:3 M:11 Y:21 K:0

#D8C6B4
R:216 G:198 B:180
C:15 M:20 Y:27 K:0

#334957
R:51 G:73 B:83
C:82 M:63 Y:48 K:33

#A6A8A7
R:166 G:167 B:167
C:37 M:29 Y:30 K:0

Column x 6
Row x 8
Gutter:0.423cm
Margin:Top:1.5cm Bottom:2.5cm
Inside:1.3cm Outside:1cm
Size:20cm*27.3cm
Columns:

#CC585B
R:204 G:88 B:91
C:16 M:79 Y:60 K:2

#959491
R:149 G:148 B:145
C:44 M:36 Y:39 K:2

#F9EBE1
R:247 G:234 B:225
C:2 M:7 Y:9 K:0

Using six columns and eight rows to create a
reasonable ratio based on the rule between logo
and slogan. Reasonable rules also represent the
preciseness of news.

Final Logo

Magazine Cover

The Thoughts Collector

STOP: All captial lettters shows powerful
and upright seems like news itself and it
also can catch people’s attention.

Thought Bubble: An icon of thingking.
Make the logo to be functional, memorable,
flexible, relevant, strategic, systematic.

Good Morning,
How do you think about
China–The US trade war?

US and China could reach
a ‘fragile agreement,’ says
Eurasia Group.

This war is an ongoing
economic conflict between
China and the United States.

The U.S. and China could
reach a “fragile agreement”.
From CNBC Report

Jul 1 2019
Semimonthly

The US-China trade war
upgrade solves nothing.
Cooperation is the only one
correct choice for both sides.
From CCTV Report

The Thoughts Collector

Good Morning,
Do you think North Korea’s
nuclear weapons are scary?

The Truth About the Brewing
‘Nuclear War’ Between North
Korea and the US.

North Korea has a military
nuclear weapons program
and stockpiled chemical and
biological weapons.

The former head of the British
Embassy in North Korea talked
about what’s really going on.

Sep 15 2017
Semimonthly

Trump is letting Kim Jong Un
do almost anything he wants.
North Korea has unveiled a
submarine that could launch
nuclear weapons.
From VOX Report

From VICE UK Report

The Thoughts Collector

Good Morning,
What does Brexit mean for
you and the world?
Brexit is the scheduled
withdrawal of the United
Kingdom (UK) from the
European Union (EU).

Oct 15 2019
Semimonthly

Brexit: ‘No deal tonight’, UK
government source says.

Brexit timeline: What to look
out for in a crucial week?

The legal text of the draft still
has to be approved by the
British government.

The race is on once again to try
to secure a revised exit deal.
From euronews Report

From BBC Report

Website Design

Mobile Design

Secondary Page

App Icon

Application

5 CO-WORKING SPACE DESIGN
CORE MARK
People’s face

More than one

The limited abilities of each person add up
to create unlimited possibilities.
In mathematics ‘Addition’ is a direct reflection of
cooperation. Individuals come here together to
help each other not only to improve their abilities
but also to help others as “PLUS”.

Symbol of Plus

A multi-disciplinary organization of individuals

More than one person work together

PLUS is a multicultural, multinational, and
multi-discipline organization of individuals
who united together to accomplish a
mission: ‘To collaborate’.

Minimalism

Futuristic

Clear & Clean

TYPOGRAPHY & COLOR

PICTOGRAMS

COLOR NAME
# 000000
R: 0 G: 0 B: 0 (For Web Use Only)
C: 100 M: 100 Y: 100 K: 100 (For Printing Use Only)

PRIMARY FONT
Gotham Family can be used for
both printed and digital products
in a clear way. This font looks very
impartial and also keeps a sense of
concise and mordern.

Gotham Book
ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghiklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890!@$%

COLOR NAME
# 0063ff
R: 00 G: 99 B: 255 (For Web Use Only)
C: 82 M: 462 Y: 00 K: 00 (For Printing Use Only)

SECONDARY FONT
COLOR NAME
# ffffff
R: 255 G: 255 B: 255 (For Web Use Only)
C: 0 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 0 (For Printing Use Only)

Co-working space is a respository of ideas and
personal perspectives. Bright blue can be the
perfect color to represent the characteristics
of interlligence, calmness and avant-courier.

Gotham Light
ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghiklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890!@$%

ELEVATOR LOBBIES / FLOOR NUMBERS

DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE

1.5FT

3FT

7FT

TH.

7FT

asian group
Working Studio

ND.

Computer Lab
Print Lab

RD.

american group

Working Studio

Working Studio

CONFERENCR ROOM

Making Center

Print Lab

Working Studio
Tutor Section

mexcian group

CONFERENCR ROOM

CONFERENCR ROOM

Free Lessons

Working Studio

Working Studio

Tutor Section

Tutor Section

Group Meeting

Dicussion Area

RESTROOM
CAFETERIA
CONFERENCE ROOM
ELEVATOR

6FT

RESTROOM

RESTROOM
CAFETERIA
CONFERENCE ROOM
ELEVATOR

ACCESSIBILITY
ACCESSIBILITY

EXIT
EXIT

CAFETERIA
CONFERENCE ROOM

RESTROOM
CAFETERIA
ELEVATOR

ELEVATOR
ACCESSIBILITY

EXIT

ACCESSIBILITY

EXIT

6FT
ELEVATOR
ACCESSIBILITY

EXIT

DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE MOCKUP

INTERIOR / FLOOR NUMBERS MOCKUP

6 ORGANIC BRAND

From the selection of the best raw organic materials to the post-production cooking test, Rustichella
d’Abruzzo always insists on strict control of the
whole process. Rustichella d’Abruzzo is determined
to provide the most traditional and high — quality
Italian products for people in the world.

STRATEGIC STATEMEN

Rustichella d’abruzzo’s rebranding is committed to
refreshing people‘s impression of traditional Italian
agricultural products. The overall tone of Rustichella
d’abruzzo’s rebranding is minimalist, elegant and
contemporary. This design‘s direction can lead to a
strong contrast with the ancient Italian style; it can
satisfy the brand to maintain the traditional craft at
the same time has the avant-garde visual design.
Therefore, today’s people with a delicate lifestyle will
have the desire to buy.

REBRAND POSITIONING

The rebranding of Rustichella d’abruzzo is committed
to satisfying the combination of traditional craft with
the avant-garde visual design.

Brand Signature

Brand Symbol

ILLUSTRATION

Brand Logotype

LOGO

Minimalist
Elegant
Contemporary

PASTA

TOMATO SAUCE

OLIVE OIL

MOCK UP

PAPER BAG
APPLICATIONS
BUSINESS CARD

INTRODUCTION
TD Bank, America’s Most Convenient Bank®,
has proudly provided unparalleled convenience

WHO WE ARE?

and legendary WOW! customer service for
more than 150 years.
The company first opened its doors as Portland Savings Bank in Portland, Maine, in 1852,
and later grew through a series of mergers
and became Peoples Heritage Bank in 1983.

WHAT DO WE DO?

TD Bank, N.A., is a U.S. national bank and subsidiary of
the Canadian multinational Toronto-Dominion Bank. It
operates primarily across the East Coast, in fifteen U.S.
states and Washington, D.C. TD Bank is the seventhlargest U.S. bank by deposits and the 8th largest bank
in the United States by total assets, resulting from
many mergers and acquisitions. T.D. Bank, N.A. is
headquartered in Cherry Hill, New Jersey.

The Bank offers a broad array of retail, small
business and commercial banking products and
services to more than 9 million customers through
its extensive network of approximately 1,250
convenient locations throughout the Northeast,
Mid-Atlantic, Metro D.C., the Carolinas and Florida.

WHY DOES IT MATTER?

OTHER SERVICE

“If something matters to people, it matters to
us.”

In addition to banking products, TD Bank and its subsidiaries
offer customized private banking and wealth management
services through TD Wealth® and vehicle financing and dealer
commercial services through TD Auto Finance. TD Bank is a
member of TD Bank Group and a subsidiary of The Toronto-Dominion Bank of Toronto, Canada, a top 10 financial services company in North America. The Toronto-Dominion Bank
trades on the New York and Toronto stock exchanges under
the ticker symbol “TD”.

At the turn of the millennium, the opportunity
for growth presented itself again as Peoples
Heritage Bank, through several acquisitions,
expanded deeper into New England and took
the name Banknorth.

Today, TD Bank, America’s Most Convenient
Bank, remains focused on delivering award-winning customer service and hassle-free products
to customers from Maine to Florida.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6 TD BANK REBRAND

Here when you need us
Open weekends
Unexpected conveniences
Employees
Mobile Banking
Communities
Bank Human online
More than 1,200 locations

THE REASONS FOR THE CHANGE

CURRENT DESIGN

1
The positions of the three parts of
the logo are not careful.

2
This logo does not include any
iconic parts. The square is too
simple to be an iconic logo. It is not
relate to what we do.

3
As a national bank, the overtone of this
brand is not premium enough based on
its choice of the color and fonts.

Using the shield as the graphic element of the logo gives the customer a
feeling of being protected. As a bank, security is the first priority, and the
first reason customers consider when they choosing a bank. TD Bank can be
the first time to convey a sense of security to customers from our logo.

SHIELD

Brand Signature
Half width
of T

LOGO IDENTITY
Brand Symbol

Brand Logotype

Safe
Protective
Secure

TYPOGRAPHY
Every logo has a minimum size that is suitable
for showing the finest details on both digital and
printed products.

COLOR NAME
# 000000
R: 0 G: 0 B: 0 (For Web Use Only)
C: 100 M: 100 Y: 100 K: 100 (For Printing Use Only)

20 Pixels * 20 Pixels
When only the logo symbol appears

Gotham Family can be used for both print
and digital in a clear way. Be used in a bank

20 Pixels * 59 Pixels

design system, this font looks very impartial

When logo signature appears

and also keep the feeling of contemporary
which can reflect convenience.

20 Pixels * 52 Pixels

COLOR NAME

When brand logotype appears

DIGITAL

# 233b1e
R: 35 G: 59 B: 30 (For Web Use Only)
C: 77 M: 49 Y: 90 K: 60 (For Printing Use Only)

PRINT
1 CM * 1 CM

PRIMARY FONT

When only the logo symbol appears

COLOR NAME

1 CM * 3 CM

# ffffff

When only the logo signature appears

R: 255 G: 255 B: 255 (For Web Use Only)
C: 0 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 0 (For Printing Use Only)
1 CM * 2.7 CM
When only the logo signature appears

Gotham Bold
ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghiklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890!@$%
SECONDARY FONT

Half height
of T

There should be a white space
around any logo so that the logo will
not be damaged in the use of the
visual effect.

BRAND
COLORS

Green in the United States is a symbol of luck
and positive sign in U.S. stocks and finance.
And the dollar is green as well. Dark green as
the color of the logo represents honor and
trust. Compared with the original design of
light green, dark green is more credible.

Gotham Book
ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghiklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890!@$%

The slogan on the cover
of the folder build a connection with logo since
shield can protect our
customers.

We not only conveys a severe
sense of security and superior
but also provide something
playful and extraordinary
designs for people to use in
their daily life rather than only
banking parts.

Advertising and branding are two inseparable
parts. A strong advertising campaign can
convey the branding identity incisively and
vividly. Advertising is also a part of branding
visual system. Logo should be diversified
in advertising. How to convey unified visual
effect without logo should be considered.

Let’s talk about
Comicutie!

Thank You!

7 TYPEFACE DESIGN

Comicute can be used in both

TITLE DISPLAY
and legible content.

8pt

Comicute creates a cute, young and playful feeling.

10pt Comicute creates a cute, young and playful feeling.
12pt Comicute creates a cute, young and playful feeling.

14pt Comicute creates a cute, young and playful feeling.

16pt Comicute creates a cute, young and playful feeling.
18pt Comicute creates a cute, young and playful feeling.

20pt Comicute creates a cute, young and playful feeling.
20pt Comicute creates a cute, young and playful feeling.

24pt Comicute creates a cute, young and playful feeling.

FRIENDLY, ELEGANT, MODERN,
READABLE, UNIQUE,
SMOOTH & CLEAN

05/08/2019
Open type standard
BOLD, LOVELY, ROUND,
VIVACIOUS & ADORABLE

Commercial

&

Personal Use

ANATOMY INDEX

Uppercase
Character
Cap Height

It’s my
Comicutie
Birthday !
Oval Shape
inside

X Height

Overhang

Baseline

Lowercase
Character

Desender Line

Bowl

Ascender Height

So Cute
Little Cloud

Overhang

Overhang

Overhang

Overhang

Low X Height

ij

The most special part:

So Cute Little Cloud

INSTEAD OF USING THE TOP DOT IN
LOWERCASE ”I” AND “J”, COMICUTIE
USES THE LITTLE CUTE CLOUD SHAPE
WHICH IS THE MOST SPECIAL DESIGN OF
THIS FONT. THE CLOUD SHAPE DESIGN
DISTINGUISHES COMICUTIE FROM
OTHER HAND-DRAWING STYLE SCRIPTS.

These letters does not only
show the hand-drawing style,
but also keep the simple and
clean outline.

The shape of the whole letter looks near a perfect
circle even inside of each part of the letter is an oval
shape, plus every letter keeps the features of hand
drawing style.

vwxyz abc deo

TOTAL REVEAL
TYPE POSTER

